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= Heaviside unit function

M
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P
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T

=

T 1,T2

= time instants

Va.Vb.Ve

=

Vd
Vq

= direct-axis voltage
= quadrature-axis voltage

Vn

=

a

= complex operator= e j2rr/3

j .k,n

=

mod

= a mod b is the remainder when a is divided by b

t

=

tl ,!2

= time instants

tp
ak

= width of modulated pulse
= vector of pulsed-wave levels
= switching angle

a

=

vector of switching angles

<I>

=

phase variable

roe

= angular frequency of carrier signal

y

. • rom

time period of carrier signal
inverter phase voltages

nth-order harmonic voltage
integers
instaneous time

.,

= angular frequency of modulating ~signal
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ABSTRACT

Power electronics is the technology that links the two major traditional
divisions of Electrical Engineering, namely, electric power and electronics.
Power electronics is popular for technical as well as ecenemical reasons. Now a
days, electronic power generation, transformation, transmission and distribution
are in AC, but allmost all the terminal equipment used in industries, laboratories,
locornotion, agriculture and households requrie DC power. In order to satisfy
these requirements, easy conversion of AC power to DC power is essential.
Volage control in voltage-fed inverters has been a major area of interest
regarding variable speed AC drives. Pulsewidth modulation methods aim to
achieve control of the voltage output of an inverter over the maximum possible
range and with minimum distortion. Also, the main features of these techniques
regarding harmonic performance and implementation problems are also pointed
out.
The increasing availability of digital computers now makes the computer
aided design of power electronic

systems an attractive and cost-effective

development tool. The detailed development of an extremely versatile PWM
computer modelling package which can be used as a "stand-alone" package for
harmonic analysis, or alternatively as a "building-block"

for developing more

complex systems. The capabilities of the package are demonstrated, using a
munber of examples of single-phase and 3-phase PWM inverters, which serve to
highlight a number of important operational cltaracıeristics of PWM inverters.
The validity and accuracy of the computer simulations are confirmed, using
__ . -~?EP~~i_ı:nental_ results _ obtained from a microprocessor - controlled PWM inverter
drive systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION :
1.1. Power Electronics History and Applications Areas :
Power electronics is the technology that links the two major traditional divisions
of electrical engineering, namely, electric power and electronics, It has shown rapid
development

in recent

times,

primarily

because

of the

development

of

semiconductor power devices that can efficiently switch large currents at high
voltages, and so can be used for the conversion and control of electrical energy at
high power levels. The parallel development of functional integrated circuits for the
controlled

switching

operation

of power electronic

converters

for specific

applications has also contributed to this development. Power electronic techniques
are progressively replacing traditional methods of power conversion and control,
causing what may be described as a technological revolution, in power areas such as
regulated power supply systems, adjustable speed DC and AC electric motor drives,
high voltage DC links between AC power networks, etc. The need to include power
electronics in the undergraduate curriculum for electrical engineers is now well
accepted.
The power semiconductor devices, such as the diode, thyristor, triac and power
"'
transistor are used in power applications as switching devices. The development of

•

theory and application relies heavily on waveforms and transient responses, which
distinguishes the subject of power electronics form many other engineering studies .

•
Generally speaking, electronics can assist the engineer in industry in the solution
of two fundamental types of problems. The transformation of electrical energy and
the execution- of -process analogues for functions, such as measuring, couting,
sorting.etc, By the combination of the above two applications, various types of
energy transformation and their control are possihle.
- -- --·--·-- ---· - - ---· ·----
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The development of high-power semiconductor devices has facilitated electronic
control technigues for electrical power control in a simple, economic and efficient
manner. Thus, a new area of power electronics has now emerged and established its
position firmly in foe border area of electrical power and electronics. While
electrical engineers can now conveniently replaced the old and bulky methods of
power control through the use of small electronic devices, for electronic engineers it
has extended their field of trading and expertise into a world where currents,
voltages and power are measured in macro-units rather than the usual micro-units.
Power electronics is popular for technical as well as economical reasons. Now a
days, electronic power generation, transformation, transmission and distribution are
in AC, but almost all the terminal equipment used in industries, laboratories,
locomotion, agriculture and households require DC power. In order to satisfy these
requirements, easy conversion of AC power to DC power is essential. The
conversion ofAC to DC power at different frequencies and DC to AC power can be
effected through power electronics in a very dependable and economic manner.
Power electronics accupies and indispensable position in the field of battery
charginguninterrupted power supply, electroplating,eiectrcnlysis, galvanisationand
welding. It also plays an important role in all sorts of electric drives and lighting
control. The techniques developed during the past few years enable improved and
more efficient manufacturing ;İıethods, accurate control and regulation of almost
every kind of process. By means of electronic control, mechanical drives can be
•
• given almost any desired speed-torque characteristics,the control apparatus being to
all intents and purposes, inertialess and pratically instantaneous in action. Feed
drives of machine tools, multimotordrives in rolling mills, spinning machines, wire
drawing mills, lifts and many ether drives may be given the required characteristics
by means of electronic control. Electronically generated high-frequency energy

offers possibilities- iE~--t~-:i,vocd-\vorkhıg-.and plastic industries for economical

CHAPTER 1

production of furniture, plywood and plastic articles, Hard-ening, soldering or
smelting of metals by high-frequency energy increases the production of metal
goods and contributes to improvement of quality of late, power electronics has
assumed an extremely important role in modern main-line electric traction and
power supply for urban transport

systems as well as in High-voltage DC

transmission.

1.2 Pulse Width Modulation and Application Areas :
Modulation means changing one characteristic of a voltage or current in response
to changes that occur in another voltage or current. In pulse width modulation, the
pulse widths of a rectangular waveform change as the amplitude of another
waveform (the modulating voltage) changes. When the modulating voltage is large,
the pulse widths are long, and as the modulating voltage decreases, the pulse widths
become narrower.
Example of PWM;

input

Pulse Width _
Modulator

r--ıııı-

output

•
•
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Pulse Width Modulation is a form of analog control in which the duration of the
conduction time of the output transistor or transistors in a switching-regulated power
supply ls varied by modulating the bias on the gate or base of the transistors in
response to changes in the load. This keeps the output voltage of the power supply
constant over varying operating conditions.
Pulse Width Modulation technique is a control within the inverter and is also
known as variable-duty-cycle regulation. In ı:he PWl\ıl control scheme the DC link
voltage is obtained by an uncontrolled bridge rectifier, and the output voltage and
frequency are controlled in the inverter itself. There are various PWM techniques
but sinusoidal PWM is most widely used.
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2. PULSE WIDTH MODULATION METHODS :
2.1 General Description :
In variable-speed AC drives which utilize voltage-fed inverters, control of the
voltage and frequency output of the inverter feeding the AC motor is essential for
torque and speed control of the motor. The classical approach has been to use a
voltage-fed square- wave inverter fed by a variable DC voltage source. Variable DC
voltage is required since the only way to change the fundamental voltage of a
square-wave is to change its amplitude. The variable de-link voltage is obtained
from a phase-controlled rectifier, the output voltage of which is smoothed by an LC
filter. The de-link square-wave inverter has a number of drawbacks. First, the
rectifier output has a high ripple component, particularly at low voltage values,
requiring a large filter capacitor for obtaining a relatively smooth voltage. The
presence of this large filter capacitor causes the dynamic response of the system to
be slow, thus creating stability problems. Secondly, the output of a square-wave
inverter contains high-amplitude low frequency harmonics. Therefore, the losses of
a motor due to the resulting harmonic currents tend to be high. Thirdly, if the
inverter is a forced - commutated thyristor inverter, the current commutation
capability is directly dependent on the de-link voltage. Hence, at low de input
voltages, the commutation capability will be limited.
Pulse-width modulation techniques render possible both voltage and frequency
control within the inverter itself. Hence, a variable voltage de-link is not essential.

••A PWM inverter is usually fed by an uncontrolled diode bridge rectifier with a
small filter at its output. The power factor presented to the AC supply is high and is

of motor power factor.

independent

Various PVVIV[stfategieshave been devised for controlling inverters in variable
speed drives,
- --

- -----
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in the basic square-wave pole voltage, such that the resulting periodic waveform
has the desired fundamental frequency and amplitude.
PWM techniques can be classified into the following categories
(a) Square-wave modulation
(b) The sampling method
(c) Optimized PWM
(d) Selected Harmonic Elimination
(e) Delta Modulation
(f) Space-vector based PWM

2.2 Square-wave Modulation:
In this modulation technique, a symmetrical triangular carrier wave is compared
with a square-wave reference ( modulating ) wave. The switching instants of the
half-bridge inverter switches are determined by the intersection points of the two
waves, as shown in Fig.2.1. In three-phase inverter control, if the frequency ratio is

•

chosen to be a multiple of three the carrier wave will have the same phase

relationship with each of the three reference square waves. The resulting pole
voltage waveforıns will be identical with 1200- phase relationships. The line-to-line

•

voltage waveform depends on the phase relationship between the carrier and the
modulating waves [l]. For the choice in Fig. 2.1 the line-to-line waveform has
pulses of equal widQı,__both in _the _p_o_stt_ive and negative half-cycles. Square-wave
PWM can also be obtained by modulating the square-wave pole voltage waveform
during the middle 60° interval of each half-cycle [2]. This approach reduces the
number of switchitıgs-per-G-yifo-cfthe inverter.
- ··--·

··-·····-···

.

--··------------------
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Harmonic analysis of square-wave PWM shows that the line-to-line waveform
contains all the harmonics of the unmodulated six-step waveform with additional
harmonics due to modulation by the high frequency carrier. The pole waveform
contains a large harmonic at the carrier frequency, but since the frequency ratio is a
multiple of three this harmonic does not appear in the line-to-line waveform.
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2.3 The Sampling Method:

•

This modulation technique, also known as the subharmonic or the triangulation
method [3,4,5,6], involves comparison between a sinusoidal modulating wave of
..

-

- -···

fundamental frequency ~'
frequency (fc),

-

. - --

and a triangular carrier wave of much higher

as shown in Fig.22 . Fur a three-phase implementation a

common carrier wave is usedfor~a-ff-the-tlm:ee·phases. This modulation process is
-

--------

- ---·---

-
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similar to the square-wave PWM described in the previous section, with the
difference that sinusoidal waves are used as modulating waves, as should be the
case since it is a sine-wave that the PWM output of an inverter is required to
approximate. The reason why square-wave references have been considered in
the past is related with implementation problems. Generation of three- phase
sinusoidal references with conventional analog circuitry has drawbacks of offset
and drift. On the other hand, square waves are easier to generate. The modulation
process depicted in Fig.2.2 is also known as the natural sampling technique.
Depending on the shape of the triangular carrier, single-edge and double-edge
modulated waves can be obtained. With a positive-ramp ( negative-ramp ) carrier
wave the leading edges ( trailing edges ) of the pulses are modulated, while the
trailing edges

( leading cdges ) occur at uniformly spaced intervals ( Fig.2.3 ). It

can be shown that single-edge modulation produces
harmonic distortion in motor

significantly greater

CU17ent.

ccrr.er wove

•

L

-l

Fi&.2,2 Subharmonic modularion
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Fiı:.2.3 ( a)Leadin~-edgemodulaı:ioıı. (b) Trailing-edge modulation.
The fundamental voltage and frequency of the PWM waves are controlled by
varying the amplitude and frequency of the modulating waves, In controlling the
frequency, two alternatives exists on the choice of the carrier wave. The simplest
approach is to fix the carrier frequency, in which case as the frequency of the
modulating waves is varied, the frequency ratio, defined as R=fc/fm, varies and
therefore is in general noninteger. PWM waveforms generated in this way are
termed asynchronous.

Harmonic

analysis

of such waveforms

indicate that

subharmonic as well as d.c. components occur in the output voltage of the inverter
for R less than ten [3], Amplitude and phase unbalance of the fundarnentai voltages
have also been reported with asynchronous P,~/Ivf control, The ether alternative is to
synchronize the carrier wave to the modulating waves, leading to synchronous
natural sampled PWM, for which the frequency ratio is constant. As the modulating
"

frequency is varied, switching frequency of the inverter also varies in proportion .

.

.

.

Then, in order to keep the switching frequency in a narrow band, i.e. prevent c1 wide
~-

-variation of fc the frequency ratio is adjusted accordingly at certain modulating
'
frequencies. This type of ratio changing is sometimes called gear changing.
Theoretical harmonic analysis of this modulation method, whichinvolves double
Fourier series in terms of Bessel functions [6], shows that the fundamental
component (V ı) of the PWM waveform is. prop~~j~~~ to. the modulation depth
(index) m=VmN c form less than one.Tor m-gr..eater::than.::one~
overmodulation
----·--.
. 9.

----·· - ··--~----·-·----=

-------------------------
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occurs and the relationship between V ı and m becomes nonlinear. The harmonic
amplitudes are almost independent of the frequency ratio R, provided R is greater
than 9. Figure 2.4 shows the harmonic spectrum of a natural-sampled PWM
waveform, and also the variation of the dominant harmonic components with the
modulation depth.
Overmodulationis applied to increase the range offündamental voltages that can
be obtained and eventually make transition to quasi-square-wave ( six-step )
operation in the high frequency range. Pulses in the PWM waveform becoming
shorter than the minimum commutation requirement of the inverter switches have to
be dropped. This may result in large jumps in the fundamental voltage whenever
pulses are dropped, particularly in thyristor inverters. Several techniques have been
proposed to achieve a smooth transition from sinusoidal modulation to six-step
operation [7,8].
Overmodulation also gives rise to low order harmonics in the output waveforms.
Inverter control schemes based on the natural sampling PWM: have been
implemented using analog electronic techniques, with associated problems of drift
and offset. These schemes directly attempt to realize the analog process of natural
sampling by using electronic comparison of the reference and carrier waves.
Implementation ofnatural samplingusing digital hardware or microprocessor-based
.•.

schemes are not very effective [9]. This stems from the fact that the pulse-widthsare

.

defined by transcendental equations which are difficult to solve on a microprocessor

•

in real time.

- -··
-
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Fi2.2.4 (a) Harmonic spectrum of natural-sampled PWM (R.=15, rn=0.8) (b) Variation of

dominant harmonic amnlitudes ·vith modulation d.fınfü.
The regular ( uniform ) sampling technique [3] is a modified version of the
classical natural sampling modulation. Regular sampling uses sample-and-hold
forms of tlıe modulating waves for comparison with the carrier. Symmetrical
modulation is obtained when the modulating wave is sampled at time instants
corresponding to positive peaks of the carrier, as shown J1 Fig.2.5. Asymmetrical
modulation is obtained when sampling occurs at both the positive and negative
peak instants.
It has been shown that [6] regular sampling improves the harmonic spectrum by
reducing the low order harmonics and suppressing the subharmonics at noninteger
frequency ratios. On the other hand, the fundamental component of regular-sampled

P,VM is no longer directly proportional to the modulation depth.• It is in fact a
•

nonlinear function of both the modulation depth m and the frequency ratio R.

However, the degree of nonlinearity is not significant and becomes negligible as R
is increased.

Regular sampling also introduces

a phase shift between. the

fundamental component of the modulated wave and the reference wave, equal to a
quarter cycle of the carrier wave for asymmetric sampling [IO]. --

_
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Figure 2.6 shows the harmonic spectrum of a regular asymmetric sampled PWM
waveform and also the variation of the dominant harmonic components with the
modulation depth.
Tlıe use of a nonsinusoidal modulating function has been found to improve
harmonic

distortion

of regular-sampled

PWM waveforms.

In particular,

a

modulating
function containing a third harmonic components as given below,
(1)

v (t) = m[ sinwm t + a sin3wm t]

a)

,,

_,

•

Fig.2.5 (a) Symmetric regular sampling. (b) Asymmetric regular samplin&
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Fi2.2.6 (a) Harmonic spectrum ofreg1Jlar sampled PWM (R=15, m=0.8) (b) Variation
of dominant harmonic amplitudes with m.

has been shown to minimize the approximate total harmonic distortion (THD) of
induction machine current given in eqrı. (2) for a= U.25 [10,11,12].

Ti-ID=( ~ Vn2 ) Yı IV
n=2

ı

(2)

n2

The value of c which maximizes the linear range of the fundamental as a function
of m can be shown to be a= 1/6. With this modulating function, the fundamental of
the PV!M wave can be increased up to 1. 15 per unit without overmodulation. The
fundamental can further be increased by the addition of more harmonic terms, with
orders which are multiples of three, to the modulating function in eqn.(l) [13].
Figure 2.7 shows the variation of THD with the modulation depth for the purely

.

sinusoidal and the modified modulating function in eqn.(l) at two .[reqwmcy ratios
~

.

·R= 9,15 . It is evident that the modified modulating function is more effective for
fundamental levels above O .5 per unit.
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Fig.2.7 Total harmonic distortion of regular sampling.
Implementation of the regular sampling technique can be efficiently achieved
using digital hardware or microprocessor-based

circuits. The pulse-widths in

regular-sampled PWM waveforms can be obtained explicitly in terms of the carrier
period and sampled values of the modulating functions. This makes it possible to
develop software-based schemes for the real-time generation of these waveforms
based on the on-line calculation of pulse-widths (14,15]. This approach would
involve storing the sampled values of the modulating wave ( one phase only ) in
memory. The three-phase modulating values corresponding to a certain carrier
period are fetched from memory and are used to calculate the three-phase pulse
widths for the required modulation depth and frequency. The pulse-widths are then
generated in real-time by hardware counters.

.

2.4 Optimized PWM :

•

PWM waveforms can be synthesized which optimize a suitable chosen criterion
related to the performance of the drive system, such as total harmonic distortion --·
( THD ) of machine current or peak-to-peak torque pulsations [4,14,J 6]. In this
approach, the PWM waveform is assumed ta have quarter-wave symmetry with M
------------- - ----------
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switching angles per quarter-cycle, as shown in Fig.2.8. Voltage harmonics of such
a waveform are given by
M

Vn = 1_ [ 1+2 I (-l)k cos (nak)]
nil
k=l

(3)

; n=I ' 3 ,_..'
< ...

The switching angles { aı, ... ,am} can be chosen to optimize a performance
criterion which is a function of V n- A suitable criterion for an induction machine
drive is the THD of motor current which is approximately proportional to the
expression given in eqn.(2). The angles { a I , ... , am} which minimize THD can be
computed by using an optimization algorithm for various fundan:ıental components
V

1

. Figure 2.9 shows the variation of the angles for M = 7 as a function of the

fundamental.
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The optimization algorithm used to compute these angles in general requires
several iterations before convergence to the minimum of the cost function ( eqn.2 )
is reached. This makes it almost impossible to implement such an algorithm on a
microprocessor for on-line computation of the angles for real-time generation.
Therefore, optimized PWM waveforms have been implemented by employing look
up tables of switching angles computed off-line on a mainframe computer and
stored in microcomputer memory. A very large number of tables must be stored in
memory in order to keep frequency and voltage resolution within acceptable limits.
In another approach, the angles corresponding to predetermined pivot values of the
fundamental are stored and then interpolation is used to compute on-line the angles
at intermediate füııdamental values [I 7]. In this way memory requirement can be
drastically reduced and a quasicontinuous variation of the fundamental voltage can
be achieved.
2.5 Selected Harmonic Elimination :
In eqn. J if ( M- I ) of the harmonics \\1 of selected orders are equated to zero and
the fundamental component V ı is equated to a desired value V, then angles
{cq, .....,am} can be solved from the resulting M nonlinear equations [18]. The
range in which the fundamental V ı can be controlled is determined by the existence
of a feasible solution to the nonlinear equations, i.e. a1 :S ai+ ı . i :SM and aM, ~rr:/2
. In three-phase systems harmonics with low orders which are not mpltiples of three
"

are eliminated. However, the first un.eliminated harmonic tends to have a large
amplitude, causing a larger current ripple than the optimized l>WM described before.
Figure 2.1 O shows computed switching angles as a function of the fundamental
level V ı for Ivf
-

7, and the harmonic spectrum for V ı

=
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not unique and other sets of solutions may exist. The variation of THD with the
fundamental V 1 is shown in Fig. 2.11. The THDs of the regular asymmetric
sampled PWM ( with a

1 I4 ) and of the optimized PWM with M = 7 are also

=

displayed here for comparison.
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The harmonic elimination technique, as a special case of optimized PWM
strategies, poses similar implementation difficulties. On tile other hand, the
switching angles in harmcnic eliminated PWM have been observed to follow
__ -r~g_aj~Qt!..t~e-~s_; forodd values of M [19]. This property of ıhe angles can be used
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to derive generalized equations from which the angles can be approximately
cal.culated given the fundamental voltage V ı and the number M. These equations
can be implemented on a microprocessor for on-line calculation of the angles.

2.6 Delta Modulation. ~
In this modulation technique [20,21], the integral of the PWM waveform is kept
within a hysteresis band around a reference wave. This technique is based on the
fact that the current in a single-phase purely inductive load is proportional to the
integral of the applied voltage. Hence, the current ripple can be confined to a
narrow band around a sinusoidal reference. Figure 2.12 depicts a block diagram of
a circuit realization of the delta modulation (DM) process. When the PWM output
v O of this circuit is used to control an inverter with a purely inductive load, the load
current will have the same waveform as the analog signal Vi .

v.

~11JlJULJ1fülfüTJ

F'ig.2.12 The Delta Modulation
Technique.
t

•

••
An improved version of DM, called the Model Reference Adaptıve ( MRA )
PWM technique [22], a reference wave consisting of a sinusoid with a triangular
carrier wave superimposed on it is used in order to render the switching frequeucy
almost constant.

In beth

the DM and M.RA P"NM techniques, the generated PWM

waves have the constantvotts/hertz
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2.7 Space Vector Based PWM :
This method is for generating three-phase PWM waveforms by making use of
space vectors ( or Park's vectors ) [23]. Given a set of three-phase voltages, the
voltage space vector is defined as,
V( t)

; a=J21t /3

(Va (t) + a Vb (t) + a2 Vc (t))

= ~

(ıı)

If the voltages am sinusoidal and balanced, then we have,
(5)
where Vmis the amplitude and w is the angular frequency of the phase voltages.
The output phase voltages ( or pole voltages ) cf a three-phase half-bridge inverter
corresponding to a given switching state can also be represented by space vectors,
as shown in Fig. 2.13. These vectors can he expressed as,
Vn

=

1- E

ej(u-1) rJ3

n=l , ..,6

;

(6)

V7=V8=0

3
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The zero vectors arise when either the upper or the lower switches are all closed.
If the inverter feeds a three-phase purely inductive load, then the foJlowing vector
equation can be written for dıe current space vector,
(7)

Vı (t) = L ~

at

where Vı(t) is a sequence of inverter voltage vectors in eqn.t?) . Integrating
eqn.(6) in a time interval ( t"k, t.k+l ) in which only one voltage vector Vk is
applied,
I ( tıc+l ) = I (1k) +

f V x dt

L

L tk

=

(8)

I CCk) + ~ tk Vk
L

If the inverter voltage vectors and their durations are properly chosen, then the
current vector can be made to track a reference vector I*(t), which is given as
follows for balanced sinusoidal currents,
(9)

I* (t)=Im* eJrot

The quasi-circular locus method [12] is a well-defined process for the selection
of the sequence of voltage vectors anıl their durations, to minimize the following
performance criterion,
2n I ro

J=

f i I (t) - I* (t)

J

2

(1 O)

•

dt

o

•

"which is proportional to the THD of load

CUIT';!llt.

In Fig 2.14 the circular locus is

divided into N ( multiple of six ) equal arcs. In sector I, the vectors ( O,Vı,Vı,O)
are applied for appropriate durations [13), and in sector TI the vectors ( O,V2,V3,0)
are applied and so on. The zere vector is applied at tie beginning and end of each
interval. This is best illustrateden ~~~~:~i!?.~.4i~~aIP..,~as shown in Fig. 2.14c , where
.
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only d-axis quantities are displayed. In Pulse Frequency Modulation [15], the arc
angles 9, are modulated to further reduce J, or to minimize torque pulsations of a
machine.

1
~

ı_d-.

Fie.2.14

V

2.d

-

I
I

.

t

----

(bl

lal

I

v+n

d

(cl

The quasi-circular 10(::':.ls m~thod. (a·, Reference and actual current vı>ctQIL(hl

Arc 9s. (cı Seguence of voltage vectors with zero vectoı at beginning and end of interval

An important advantage of space vector based F\V1';ıf is its ability to reduce the
average switching frequency compared with the sampling PWM. This is readily
seen when the switching functions for the inverter switches are plotted for a
complete output cycle. For this, one of the phases, e.g, phase A, is chosen and is not
switched unless otherwise required by the sequence cf the voltage vectors. The
j

number of switchings in space vector P\VM is 30 percent less than that in
subharmonic modulation at the Same carrier frequency ( the same number of line-to
line pulses).

•

~

Theoretical harmonic analysis of space vector based PWM is extreme} difficult
because of the complicated nature of the algorithm involved in generating the
waveforms. Figure 2.15(a) shows 'thecomputed

harmonic spectrum of the line-to

line waveform with m=O.8 and a sampling frequency cf fs = 1.6 KHz ( '/'2 pulses in
line voltage). Figure 2.15(b) compares_t4~.IffJ)yariations

ofspace vector P~ıl

and optimized regular asymmetric_sam!)le~___&~~~(c-~o.25)-as a function of the
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modulation depth m. The carrier frequency in regular sampling has been chosen as
fc = 2.25 kHz so as to produce the same number of switchings per output cycle.

(a)
Fi2. 2_.15 (a) Harmonic spectrum of space vector based P"WM. (b) THDs of space vector
and regular sampled PWM.

The maximum fundamental phase voltage obtainable with the space vector
PWM technique can be shown to 1. 15 E, which is the same as that in subharmonic
PWM with modified reference (a= 1/6). Overmodulation in space vector PWM
occurs when the duration of the zero vector applied ın a sampling interval 8s
comes out to be negative.
2.8 Closed-loop VFI Current Control Techniques :
In current control of voltage- fed inverters,'the switching pattern of the inverter

•

is determined in a feedback loop. The three-pfiase currents in the load of the

.

\

ınverter are measured and compared wıth three-phase reference currents.The error
currents are then used to generate the PWM s~_d.t~lıi_ng signals of the three-phase
voltage-fed inverter. In a variable-speed AC drive system tile reference currents are
usually determined in an outer control loop. For instance, in high performance
·--- --~--·-------·
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vector-controlled induction drives, reference stator currents in stationary d-q frame
are produced for decoupled torque and flux control of the machine.
Basically, two approaches exist for the current control of VFI, namely the
hysteresis- band methods and predictive control methods. In the original hysteresis
band method [16]1 the actual current in the load is compared with the reforence
current. The error current is then applied to a hysteresis element of constant width.
A8 the error current increases beyond the positive threshold of the hysteresis, the
upper switch in the inverter is turned off and the lower switch is turned on. As the
error current crosses the negative threshold the lower switch is now turned off and
so on.
The hysteresis-band method has the advantages of fast response and peak current
limiting. Its implementation is very simple and does not require any information
about load parameters. However, a major disadvantage is that the switching
frequency may vary widely during the output cycle and also with the operating
conditions. In three- phase applications, due to the interaction between the phases
the actual current error may become considerably greater than the hysteresis width.
In the three-level hysteresis current control technique , the inverter voltages and the

.

machine currents are represented by space vectors. A zero level is included in the,
hysteresis switching elements with the result that zero voltage are also selected
whenever necessary. This has the effect of reducing the switching frequency of the
three-phase inverter by minimizing the inteİ-action between the phases. In the

•

adaptive hysteresis-band method , the hysteresis ;.ridth is programmed as a function
of load parameters and operating conditions such that the switching fr<(quency oi
the inverter is nearly constant.
In the predictive control techniques ~19]ı the current error is sampled at a fixed
rate and the voltage required to force the current tothe . .r~fotenceis. computed. In
three-phase applications, the three-phase. qwı.nti.ti~_S::aE~=_~!~~t)Y.=:tf_aı}şfw..P1~_d__ to
-·--- ·····-·-------~----··--··
----------.
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stationary d-q frame . The space vector concept is particularly useful in formulating
the predictive control algorithm. If the three-phase machine is modeled as an R-L
impedance in series with a counter-emf per phase, rhen the following vector
equation can be written for the load,
V (t) = E (t) +RI (t) + L

fütl

(11)

dt
Where V(t) is the space vector of the three-phase voltages applied to the load,
E(t) is the counter-emf space vector and I(t) is the machine current space vector.
Equation 1 can be discretized as follows,
I (k+ 1) = e -RT IL I (k) + l ( l-e
R

-R'f IL )(

V(k) - E {k))

( 12)

Where Tis the sampling period. In eqn 12 i.f J(k+ 1) is equated to the reference
current I*(k+ 1) then the voltage vector required for zero current error at sampling
instant (k+1 )T is,
V (k) = E (k) + (

R
· ) ( I* (k+l) - e-RTiL I (k))
l _e-RT/L

(13)

ünce the voltage vector is computed it can be synthesized with the discrete
voltage vectors of the inverter in eqn. (6) as follows.,
TV(k)=TnVn+TmVm+T0V0

;T=Tn+Tm+T0

(14)

Where Vn and Vm are the nearest vectors'to V (k) and Vo is a zero vector. It
should be noted that the current reference I*(l(+ I') is unknown ;t the sampling
instant kT, unless it is specified as a function of time such that it can t}e directly
computed. But since the current reference is usually determined
in an - outer - control
- - --·- - .. --- -- ..

..

loop then it must be predicted from previously acquired values. Another difficulty
of this approach is that the counter emf E(t) cannot be easily measured and
therefore must be estimated from measured quantities.

-------·---.
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3. Pulse Width Modulation Inverter Systems :
3.1 General Description :
It is generally recognised that PWM Inverters offer a number of advantages
over rival convertor techniques. These advantages are usually gained at the
expense of more complex control- and power-circuit configurations. It is
expected, however, that in the future the cost and complexity of P\VM inverter
systems will significantly reduce wıth continuing developments in LSI
technology, fast-switching tyristors, and power transistors. These developments
should eliminate many of the practical limitations which have been; experienced
in the past, and allow the full potential and versatility of PWM control techniques
to be realised.
The operational characteristics of P~,1 inverters depend intrinsically on quite
complex modulation processes, and, for this reason, very few theoretical and
experimental results have been published concerning the design techniques and
operating limitations. This is in complete contrast to other types of converters, for
example quasi-square-wave inverter systems which, because of their relatively
simple operation, have been extensively analysed using both time- and. frequenc~
domain techniques.
More recently, analysis techniques, based on Fourier-series methods, have been
proposed and used to derive analytic expressionsfor the harmonic spectra of P\VM
inverter waveforms [1,2]. These expressions can provide the system designer with
.:»

valuable insight into the harmonic structure of the PWM waveforms and highlight
the relationships which exist between the various harmonics and the parameters of. - - ..
the modulation process. Unfortunately, in general, this approach can only be
applied to well defined modulation processes, and usually requiresquitecompleo; ·_
-- ·----------~--

-··

·--.

--

-

-- -- -· - ·-

and lengthy analysis to derive the harmonic spectra expressions._Jn:.:addition; _ : .. ·_. ~~-- . . __
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because these harmonic spectra expressions involve Bessel function series, it is
usually necessary to use a digital computer to calculate the magnitude of the
individual harmonics. However, it is important to note that efficient computer
methods [or numerically evaluating these Bessel function expressions are available,
and methods have recently been proposed which can significantly reduce both
programming and computing times (3,4].
An alternative approach, which is more general and can in principle be used to
investigate a wide range of PWM systems, uses the digital computer to mode] the
PWM process, employing software simulation techniques. The computer model can
then be used as the basis for computer investigations of a wide range of operating
modes, using both time- and frequency- domain analysis techniques. For example,
the PWM model can be combined with an electrical machine model to simulate
variable-speed drive systems; or alternatively combined with a filter-load model
and feedback control to simulate voltage regulating systems.
Using this approach, harmonic and transient analysis of the various systems can
easily be performed by the computer, using numerical techniques. This facility
considerably reduces the analytic effort required of the system designer, and allows
extremely complex P\VM inverter systems to be investigated.
Therefore ccncerned with the development of an extremely versatile PWM
computer modelling package which can be .used as a 'stand-alom;' package for
harmonic spectra analysis, or alternatively as a 'building-block' for developing more
complex systems.

J

The next Section briefly reviews the concepts and principles associated with.the
various PWM methods, which have been used as the basis for formulating the
computer modelling package presented ın Section 3 .3.

. ·--- -
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3.2 Survey of PWM techniques :
It is possible, by surveying the literature over the last decade [5}, to trace the
historical development of P\VM inverter control techniques

and relate these

developments to the changes in technology. To clarify the current situation, It is
helpful of recognise three disti:ıct approaches currently in vogue to formulate the

PWM switching strategy. The first, and the one which has been must widely used
because of its ease of implementation using analogue techniques, is based on
'natural' sampling techniques (2,6,7]. More recently,

2.

new switching strategy [1],

referred to as 'regular' sampling, has been proposed which is considered to have a
number of advantages when implemented using digital or microprocessor techniques
[5]. The third approach uses the so called 'optimal' PWivf switching strategies which
are based on the minimisation of certain performance criteria [8-16]; for example,
elimination or minimisation of particular harmonics, or the minimisation of
harmonic current distortion, peak current, torque ripple etc. These optimised P\\'M
control strategies are currently receiving considerable attention and, as a result af the
developments in microprocessor technology, the feasibility of implementing these
strategies has now become a real possibility [5, 14,16].
In the following section, the modulating principles associated with each PWM
"1

switching strategy will be outlined and used derive equations which describe the

PWM switching process. These equations from the basis for developing the
computer models and associated algorithms presented

in Section 3 .3. Oniy

sinusoidal modulation, which is commonly used in PWM schemes, will be
considered, although, as will become evident with minor modification to the
principles outlined, other types of'modulation, such as trapezoidal, triangular, square
etc. can equally be catered for.

27
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3.2.1 Natııral sampled PWM:
Most analogue implemented PWM inverter control schemes employ natural
sampling techniques (2,6,7]. A practical implementation, showing the generai
features of this mode of sampling, is illustrated in Fig. 3 .1. From the Figure, it can
be seen that a triangular carrier wave (sampling signal) is compared directly with a
sinusoidal modulating wave to determine the switching instants, and therefore the
resultant pulse widths,
a

Fig.3.1
a
b
c
d

2-level naturnl sampled PWM

b

d

Reference modulating sigrn.ı 1
Carrier signal
PWM voltage
Fundamental of PWM voltage
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It is important to note that, because the switching edge of the width-modulated
pulse is determined by the instantaneous intersection of the two waves, the resultant
pulse width is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating wave at the instant
that switching occurs. This has two important consequences: the first is that the
centres of the pulses in the resultant PWM are not equidistant or uniformly spaced
and, secondly, it is not possible co define the width of the pulses using analytic
expressıons.
a

Fiıı.3.2A

b

C

3-level natural sampled PWM

a Reference modulating signal
o Carrier signal
c 2··levelPWM control signal
d Gating circuit polarity discriminator
e 3-levd :?\J\!M inverter voltage
f Fundamental of PV/M voltage

JillltWIIJill
L_l
a

I

,,

L __

•

Indeed, it is possible to show (1,2] that the widths of the pulses can .only be

.. defiued using a transcendental equation of the form
.

-~
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tp = (T/2) [ 1 + (M/2) (sin romtı + sin romtz)]

(15)

Because: of the transcendental relationship existing between the switching times,
it is not possible to calculate the widths of the modulated pulses directly. Indeed, it
Is possible to show (1, 2] that the widths of the modulated pulses can only be
defined in terms of a series of Bessel functions.
To construct a computer model of the natural sampling process requires the
analogue process illustrated in Fig.3 .1 to be simulated directly in the computer
software, and the PWM switching Instants determined using numerical techniques.
The, details of this approach are further discussed in Section 3.3.
As illustrated in Fig.3. I, the FW M waveform switches between two voltage
levels + 1 and -1, and is therefore usually referred to as 2-level PWM. Thıs
waveform is typical of the inverter line to DC link centre-tap voltage, and as shown
includes the carrier frequency harmonics. H is also possible to generate a 3-levd
P,\'M: waveform by switching between + 1, O and -1 as shown in Figs. 3 .2A and B.
This 3-fovel P"w7}ıt waveform is typical of the line-to-line voltage waveform in
single-phase and 3-phase inverters and , as shown, does not include the carrier
frequency harmonics.
The 3-level waveform can either generated by combining two suitably phased 2-

.

level waveforms, or generated directly as shown in Figs. 3.2A and B. As illustrated
in these Figures, the pulses change polarity every halfcycle, and therefore tlıe pulse

.

'

widths in each halfcycle are required to be modulated according to the positive
halfcycle of the modulating wave. The polarity discriminator illustrated in Fig. 3.2A
and · B-repr.;sents the· function of the gating logic which is necessary to correctly
apply the P~lM gating sequence to the switching devices in the inverter power
circuit.
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Fir;.3.2B
2

1J
c
d
e
f
g

3-level regular sampled P"''M ·-

Reference modulating signal
Sampled-hold modulating signal
Carrier signal
2-level P~.1 corıtrcl signal
Gating circuit polarity discriminator
3-level PWM inverter voltage
Fundamental of P\\ıM voltage
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L
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Once computer models for 2-lpvel and 3-lcvd natural sampled PWM have been
constructed, these can then be used as basic building blocks to construct a wide
variety of single phase and multiphase PV{M inverter systems.

•

3.2.2 Regular sampled P1VIJıf:
Regular sampled P,VM inverter control is recognised to have certain advantages
when implemented using digital or microprocessor techniques (1,5].
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A-practical

implementation,

illustrating the general features of this mode of

sampling for 2-levd PWM, is shown in Fig.3 .3. In this mode of control, the
amplitude of the modulating signal a at the sample instant fı is stored by a sample
and hold circuit (operated at the carrier frequency ), and is maintained at a constant
level during the intersample period t1 and t2 until the next sample is taken. This
products a sampled-hold, or amplitude-modulated, version of the modulating signal
b with the carrier signal c defines the points of intersection used to determine the
switching instants Tl and T2, of the width-modulated pulses d. The variation of the
fundamental of the P\VM wave dis represented by Fig.3.3e. As a result of this
process, the modulating wave has a constant amplitude while each sample is being
taken, and consequently the widths of the pulses are proportional to the amplitude of

Fiı:.19

2-level regular şarr&t~d P,vıv.ı:

a Reference modulating signal
b S::unpled_-holdmodulating signal
c Carner signal
d 'PWM waveform
~

jJ· /
·

JU\ \
· ·

e Fundamental of PWM waveform
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the modulating wave at uniformly spaced sampling times; hence the terminology
'uniform' or 'regular' sampling.
It is an important characteristics of regular sampling tLat the sampling positions
and sampled values can be defined unambiguously, such that the pulses produced
are predictable both in width and position. It should be noted that this was not case
in the natural-sampled process, as discussed previously in section 3 .2.1.
Because of this ability ro define precisely the pulse configuration, ıt is now
possible to derive a simple trigonometric function to calculate the pulse widths.
With reference to Fig.3 .4a, the width of a pulse may be de:fined ın terms of the
sampled value of the modulating wave taken attı. Thus

T p = T/2 [ 1 + M sin ( rom tJ )]

( 16)

The first tenn in this equation corresponds to be unmodulated carrier frequency
pulse width, and the second term corresponds to the sinusoidal modulation required
at time tı. This equation can be used to calculate foe pulse widths directly, and
forms the basis of the computer algorithm described in Section 3.3. it is important to
note that as a result of being able to calculate the pulse widths using this simple
trigonometric equation, the potential for real-time P\ıVM generation using the
computing ability of the micrcprccessor
microprocessor

now exists. The feasibility of using a

.

software based calculation, ..using regular sampling, to generate
.

'\VM inverter control for a frequency range

"o

'to l 00 Hz, has recently been

demonstrated [5].
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· As illustrated in the upper part offlg.3.4, the degree of modulation of each pulse
edge, with respect to regularly spaced pulse positions, in the same. This type of
modulation is usually reierred to .as 'symmetric.' modulation. It is also possible to
modulated each pulse edge, by .a..diff~.t.e..t'&J1mo.1.mt;:.iıs- •••hown in the lower part of
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Fig.3.4. In this case, the leading and trailing edges of each pulse are determined,
using two different samples of the modulating wave, taken at time instants tı and t3
respectively.

Fiı:.3.4 Svmmetric and asymmetric regular sampled
PWM

a

a Reference modulating signal
b Carrier signal
c Sampled-hold modulating signal (symmetric PWM) ·.·
d Sampled-hold modulating signal (asymmetric PWM)
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The width of the resulting 'asymmetrically' modulated pulse may be defined in
"

terms of tlıese sampling times; thus

.

tp

=

•
•

T/2 [ l+ (M/2) (sin (comtı)+ sin (wmt3J}j

(17)

It is of interest to note that because more information about the modulating wave
is contained in the asymmetric modulated

PWM waveform, hs harmonic

spectrum is

superior to that produced using symmetric modulation. It should he noted, however,
that the nuınber of calculations required to generate fl-symmetricP\VM: is double that
\
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required for symmetric PWM. This can significantly extend the computation time
required if a microprocessor software based calculation is used to generate the PWM
inverter control waveform, and thereby reduce the maximum inverter output
frequency [5].
Both 2-level and 3-level regular sampled P\ıVM can exist, and be generated in a
sinıilar manner to tlıos e described in Section 3 .2. 1 for natural sampled PWM.

3.2.3 Optimised PWM:
The advantages of using optimised PWM switching strategies, particularly at low
frequency ratios (carrier frequency I modulating frequency), have been known for
some time. However, it is only as a result of recent developments in microprocessor
technology that the feasibility of implementing these strategies has now become a
real possibility. A number of research investigations have recently been reported
which confirm this [14-115], and it is expected that future investigations should
produce efficient microprocessor algorithms to generate these optimised strategies
'on-line".
Because of this continuing developments, it was considered important to include,
in the P\ıVM computer modelling package, facilities to cater for these optimised
switching strategies.
These facilities are described in detail in Section 3 .3. However, to provide some
background to these facilities it is of value at this stage to briefly review the
•
essential features of optimised strategies.
As discussed in previous Sections, both natural and regular sampled P\VM are
generated using practical circuit implementations based en well defined modulation
processes. In contrast, it has been usual to generate opti:ı.1.ıise:JPvVM by first defining
a general PWM waveform in terms of a set oCswifoliiiig~=raigles :aiid_-the!l to
------------·

--····-
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determine these switching augles using numerical methods and a mainframe
computer. As a consequence of this approach, a knowledge of the optimised
modulation processes involved, and associated practical circuit iınplementarions,
does not automatically

emerge. This has presented practical implementation

difficulties in the past which have now largely been overcome using microprocessor
technology,
Typical optimised PWM waveforms are illustrated in Fig.3.5. Based on the
switch angles defined in this Figure. It is possible to define the harmonic spectrum
of each of the PWM waveforms. For example; if odd quarter-wave symmetry is
assumed, then only odd harmonics exist and these can be defined by the equation
m

Vn

=

(18)

(4/mc) [1+2 2:: (-l)k cos nak]
K=l

For 2-level PWM, and
m

Vn

=

(4/nrr) I (-lf+l

cos nak

(19)

K=l

For 3-level PW~1, where n corresponds to the harmonic oder, and m equals the
number of switching angles per quarter cycle of the PWM waveform.
These expressions can be used in a variety of ways to produce P\V:M waveforms
which have been optimised with respect to performance criteria; for example, the
elimination of low frequency harmonics, or tlfe minimisation cf harmonic current

•

distortion or peak current. Using performance criteria of this kind results in a set of

•

nonlinear equations in terms of the unknown switching angles. These equations can
be solved, using the mainframe computer and numerical minimisation techniques to
determine the optimised switching angles. These angles can subsequently be
preprogrammed into the microprocessor memory and used to generate the P\.'\.'ı\1
waveform in 'real-time'.
------.
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In the next Section, facilities will be described which allow these optimised
switching angles to be used, in the PWM computer modelling package, to simulate
various PWM inverter operating modes.
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Fia.3,5 Optimised 2-level and 3-level PWM

3.3 Computer simulation of PW~l systems :

•
To meet the needs of computer simulation of the~ transient
and steady operation of
'
electrical systems, machineıy and components when fed with PWM waveforms, a
library of computer subprograms has been designed and is in regular use in the
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at Bristöl University. It was
recognised that, if a versatile tool was to emerge, a unified way of handling PWTvı
waveforms woula be needed. Such a unified system was designed and iş_~ı:plıqdicd
in a library of Fortran subroutine and function modules designated. .appropriEtely- : - · ·_: -__ - __
.· .•.

··-----
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enough, PWLIB. The library is written in strictly ANSI Fortran to ensure its
portability.
During the design of the package, It became apparent that many of the features of
the package were not naturally restricted to PWM waveforms, and, in particular, the
unified system for representing the waveforms could easily be extended to a wider
class of pulsed waveforms. The design philosophy that resulted aims to make the
modules of the library capable of handling pulsed waveforms of a very general
character.
Many of the waveform-processing operation found necessary are appropriate to
this whole class of pulsed waveforms and have been implemented in this way.
Other processing operations are appropriate only to restricted subclasses of pulsed
waveform, such as PWM waveforms. The resulting package achieves the aim of
versatility. Because of it; modular nature and the WP,H defined system of
representiııg waveforms, it is easy to add new routines to the library when new
waveforms or processes are desired. It is also easy to use routines in the library as
building blocks in the definition of more complex processes. Because of the geııerai
nature of the basic waveforms considered, the package has considerable potential for
aiding investigation of new types of pı.ılsed waveform that nıight emerge in the
future.
These are conveniently represented in the subroutine library by an integer
variable and two I -dimensional arrays of real variables. There is no limit, so far as
the modules of PWLIB are concerned, to the number of switching angles that the
reference wavelength of a waveform may contain.
Iıı using this representation, it is implicit that the operations on pulsed waveforms
deal with those waveforms in terms of phase angles measured in radians and related
.

---······-···
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to work with a time or 'time-like' variable, and transformation of this variable into a
phase angle through scaling to the frequency of the waveform is necessary. This is
relatively simple to achieve in practice and it is believed that the use of a phase
variable within the package is the simplest and besı approach.
Subroutines of P~NLffi operate on pulsed waveforms by referring to and usually
altering their represem:ation in terms of the set of characteristic parameters. The
operations currently available fall naturally into three major categories,

first the

generation of pulsed waveforms according to predetermined formulae (e.g. the
generation of the various pulse width modulated wavef crms ), secondly the
processing in various ways of pulsed waveforms, and finally subroutines provided
specifically to enable the pulsed waveforms to be interpreted and used as inputs to
simulation programs (e.g. transient simulations of the action of filter or electrical
machines).

J.3.1 Generation of sampled PWM waveforms :
The available waveform generation options include five forms of sampled PWM
wave. Jill this PWM forms switch between two ievels, + 1 and -1. PWM waves
switching between any two desired levels can obviousiy be obtained by operation of
amplification and zero shift on the PWM wave derived from those subroutines. All
the sampled P\ıY~I waves are modulated with a sine wave which may be given any
desired phase shift from the zero point of phase measuremenı, The carrier wave
may also be given a phase shift; this facility is quite aıseful. PWM waveforms of any

.

frequency ratio and modulation depth, including overmodulated waves, can he
generated.
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3.3.1.1

Naturally sampled PWM:

As noted above, there are no analytic expressions for the switching points of
naturally sampled PWM waves. These waveforms are, by their nature, suited morn
to analogue than digital implementation. The necessity cf simulating the operation
of equipment using this form cf PWM necessitates the inclusion of naturally
sampling in P\VLIB. Each switching point is implicitly defined via a nonlinear
equation expressing the equality, at the switching point. of the carrier wave and the
modulating sine wave.
The routine for generating natural PWM uses this technique to compute the
switching angles of the waveform when frequency ratio and modulation depth are
specified.

3.3.1.2 Regular s~;mmetric sampjgd PWA,J:
In regular symmetric P\VM, the switching angles can be analytically specified. It
should be noted that there is an essential difference between the natural PWM wave
created by the analogue technique and the reg-ular symmetric (or equally regular
asymmetric) one. In the case of naturai sampling, the fundamental component of
the Fourier breakdown of the PWM wave is in exact phase with the modulating
wave. In both the regular cases, the fundamental component of the Fourier

.

breakdown of the PW:M is lagged from the modulating wave. This is a result of the

.

•
.
case of regular symmetric P\VM, this lag is T/2. This lag need not occur if the

sampled-and-hold system of analogue generation of the regular PWM waves. In the
'

P'WM is generated digitally through the microprocessor-based

systems. The

- package .generates a PWM wave whose fundamental component is in phase with
the modulating wave. The characteristics of au analogue PWM generating system
can be simulated by the use of the phase-lagging option.
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For modulation depths less than unity the switching angles lie strictly within
successive intervals of length t: /R in the phase variable. If the modulation depth
exceeds unity, some switching noints may spill over into neighbouring divisions
and this gives rise to two types of regular sampled P WM. If this overspill is
accepted, a 'nonhmited' pulse-width form of PWM wave is generated.
Alternatively,the pulse may be limited to its nominal phase interval.
This is referred to a pulse-width limited regular sampled PWM. Pulse which
switches off before it switches en! In these cases the pulse is suppressed altogether
and a gap is left. For modulation depths less than unity, the number of pulses in the
resulting - PVIM wave is always equal to the frequency ratio R. For M > 1, the
number of pulses may be less than R and, in these cases, the number of pulses is
designated pulse number r. As modulation depth increases beyond unity, pulses
are successively dropped and P decreases. For sufficiently large M, the pulse
number becomes 1 and, finally, a square wave results.
3.3.1.3 Regular asvmmetric sampled PWJlf:
In regular symmetric P"NM, the phase angle representing leading and trailing
edges of the pulses are both based on the same sampled value of the modulating
wave. In regular asymmetric PWM, the trailing edge of the pulse is based on a
sampled value of the modulating wave taken later in the cycle than that of the
leading edge. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of this were mentioned
previously. The switching angles are again definable by analytic expression. In the

..•

case of over modulation, the same distinction between nonlimited and pulse-width
limited regular asymmetric PWM occurs, and both forms are provided by PWLIB.
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3.3.2 Optimised waveforms :
Optimised is the generic description of pulse-width modulated waveforms
generated not by any particular modulating wave by reference to some property of
the resulting wave or of its interaction with the device or machine to which it is to
be fed The generation and use of such waveforms have been made possible by the
introduction of microprocessors in machine and device control systems. Previously,
when generation had to be achieved by anaiogue means, the use of optimised
waveforms was not a practicable proposition] 12,14].
For the purposes of simulation studies, it is necessary, as with practical
implementation, to carry out studies by computation, or otherwise to determine the
desired switching angles in the optimised case. It is then necessary to translate the
desired wave into the standard form used by the PWLIB package. This is achieved
by interrogation of the user hı an interactive mode. The subroutine asks the user to
specify the switching points and the levels of the waveform between switching
points. The user may specify tlıat the wave has no symmetry or may give it half- or
quarter-wave symmetry. Iıı half-wave case the switching points are symmetric about
d> =

n and the levels asymmetric. In the quarter-wave case, both switching points

and levels are symmetric about ~= n/2 in the first Iıalf-wave and the waveform is
extended into the second half wav.? as a half-wave symmetric waveform. Obviously,
"'

the user could generate a PW!vf wave by specifying the appropriate symmetries and

.

switching points, although them would be little point in this laborious process. The
~

eal purpose of the facility is to allow complete flexibility to the user to specify
nonstandard waveforms when this İ3 required. Although this subroutine is designed
primarily forinteractive use, with tlıe user entering his responses from a terminal
while the prc·g:rn.r."'ll is running, it is possible, should it be necessary, to run the
systems in batch mode with the appropriate responses to the interrogations
entc~~~~frj}[~:j?_!!~P~
order on the batch input stream.
42
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3.3.3 Processing of PWM waveforms :
In the simulation of the operation of power-electronic
inverters, it is often necessary to process

equipment, such as

the PWM waveforms generated by the

modules of PWLIB described above. For instance, some designs of inverter use
PWM waves on each of the three phases with a 2 level PVIM wave imposed
between line and DC link centre tap. If it is desired to simulate the operation of a
deita or star wound 3-phase motor, the line-to-line voltage waveforms experienced
by each winding must be found. This naturally leads to the necessity of providing a
waveform differencing module. Some inverters might generate several waveforms
with a designated phase difference between these waveforms. To allow such
systems to be simulated in complete generality, a waveform lagging or advancing
option is included. Again, with practical available components, certain constraints
on the switching angles of waveforms might be imposed. Typical of this is the
commutation limit of switching components such as thyristors or power transistors.
To meet these limitations, practically implemented PWl\1 waveforms must often
have a designated minimum pulse width and the microprocessor softward must
include a trap to prevent attempts to pm-duce pulses less than this minimum width.
The F\VLIB package contains a numbeı of options designed to aid the simulation of
systems implementating strategies such as this.
The waveform processing options currently fail into two groups - those that deal
with the most general pulsed waveforms as specified above and those whose action
.is restricted to waveforms switching between twÖ, and only two, distinct levels. In
fact, the only waveforms currently being considered, which fall into this latter
category are PvVIvf forms. butotbers could be incorporated in the futnre. Obviously,
those processing operations which can be carried out on general pulsed waveforms
can also be carried out on two level waveforms (such as PWM) as these constitute a
strict subset·oftlıe-general·waveforms.
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shift, concatenation of waveforms, synthesis of difference waveforms and harmonic
analysis. The shift operation, in keeping with the general philosophy of the package,
shifts the switching points and then renormalises the resulting description of tlıe
wave, so that the switching points all lie with the reference wavelength, O<$< 21t.
There are two types of waveform differencing provided. The first produces the
straightforward difference between two waveforms, which of course may have up to
the sum of the number of swıtcbing points of the two differenced waves [ 12]. The
output of tlıe second differencing operation is the waveforıns of the voltages, Vd and
Vq of the equivalent, 2-axi:; representation of a star-connected 3 phase motor when
general pulsed waveform voltages are applied between the three input terminals and
the common reference terminal. Although this operation will deal with any pulsed
waveforms, İts normal use is with PWM waveforms.
In the second category are subroutines for suppressing short pulses and for
symmetrising waveforms. Operations are provided in PWLIB to suppress aııy pulse
shorter than a fixed Interval in the phase variable. Related to this are operations for
suppressing the shortest pulse or shortest -ıeveral pulses independently of their
length. Such operators have beets found useful in formulating overall PWM
strategies. Another feature wniclı has been found useful in developing practical
strategies is 'symmetrisation', It is sometimes desirable that a PWM waveform
should have half-wave symmetry. Regular symmetric and regular asymmetric
waveforms do not in general possess this property. A subroutine has been provided,
however, to modify any PWM waveform to .produce a half-wave symmetric
•
wayeform based on the positive half-wave. A half wave symmetric form based on
the negative half wave can be provided, simply by combining this operation with
two lıalfwave period shifts.
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3.3.4 Harmonic analysis :
Experience of using the P\VM package rapidly led to an enhanced appreciation
of its utility in areas other than time- dependent simuiation problems. Simulation
studies carried out have included both transient and steady-state investigations.
Where steady-state investigations of linear or linearisable devices are required, It is
convenient to break down a pulsed waveform into its Fourier components and
compute the response of the device by summing its responses to the individual
components. To this end/ an operation is inciuded in PWLIB which yields the
Fourier series sine and cosine coefficients of any pulsed waveform.
It is not possible, of course to compute all the harmonic coefficients in the
infinite series. H is left to the user to specify to the harmonic analysis subroutine
how many harmonics are required - the subroutine is written in such a way as to be
able to compute however many harmonics are required to it. This process has, of
course, myriad uses outside of steady state respoııse calculations and is probably the
most widely used operation in ehe package] 19]. Its use is nor, of course, restricted to
any particular variety of P\VM waveform: it can be applied to the most general
pulsed waveforms considered by the package.

3.3.5 Use of the package in transient simulations :
When simulation of highly nonlinear devices or systems are required, or when

.

the simulation of transient characteristics is needed, the simulation is carried out in
••

-the time domain. For nonlinear steady-state simulations, sufficient simulated time
must have elapsed for the transient tc have decayed to a negligible level and chis can
be computationally expensive. In-both these-types cf simulations, it is usually
necessary to compute the value of a .P\V..M waveform at any desired time. A.3
pointed out before, given the operating fr~quency of the system, it is an easy matter
to transform the time variable to · :f~§ij3:se:·on)~ and_ 'a function is included in the
- --
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package to return the level of any waveform corresponding to any given phase angle
(not necessarily in the base wavelength (0,21t)).
When simulations involve the integration of sets of differential equations in
which driving terms and possibly coefficients involve pulsed voltage waveforms,
say, it is important that time steps of tlıe simulation do not straddle switching points.
Large errors in the simulated behavior may be incurred if this is allowed to happen.
A function in PWLIB can return the next switching angle after any given phase and
this function is commonly used in simulations to check if a proposed time step will
straddle a switching point. It is then a simple matter to take one or more shortened
time steps to ensure that the switching point coincides with a step junction. The
switching actions taken then ensure that the simulation adequately represents the
simulated system.

j.4 Synthesis of 3-Dnmensional models :
It is possible, using PWLIB and its associated graphical output facilities, to
generate 3-dimensional models which show the relationship between any three
parameters. For example, using a performance criterion corresponding to the
weighted haımonics voltage distortion of the PWM voltage, defined by the
equation;

•

30

a= (

L [ Vn )2
n=Z

) 112

•

f VI

(20)

n

A J-dimensional model can be constructed, relating this performance index to the
modulation depth and frequency ratio. Of course, any oilier desired performance
criterion could equally be used, e.g. the ampliW4~ glj!i.cliyiıiuai !!_armomcs, current
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distortion, torque ripple etc. These performance criteria can be related to specific
operating conditions, e.g. particular volts/cycle characteristic wW1 the effect of
pulse dropping included, and displayed using a 3-dimensional model. These models
may also be rotated to allow the designer to observe the relationships from the most
appropriate angle .

.

. lr,~"1"<1

rd-ic HO

/.:<~·'

-·

--

Fit:,3,6

3-Dimensional ~vtodei

As can be appreciated, theşe 3-dimensional models allow vast amounts of
information to be condensed into a ve13 compact visual display, thus allowing the
1

system designer to appreciate the full implication

of parameter

changes en system

performance.

3.5 Experimental results :
The results presented in this Section were obtained using an experimental
microprocessor-

controlled

PWM inverter

drive.. system - (4]. A. Zilog 280
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mıcroprocessor was used to provide the PWM base-drive control for 3-phase
transistor inverter supplying 1 hp induction motor.

Fi2.3. 7

Experimental ORtimised PWNI

wavefoıms.
(a) Two phase of microprocessor output
(b) Machine line voltage and current

(c) Machine current
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The experimental results have been chosen for comparison and confirmation of
PWLIB computer simulation results.
Fig.J.7 shows experimental results when the optimised PW1A: switching strategy.
Fig 3.7a slıows two phases of the microprocessor 3-phase P'\VM output. These
signals, when amplified, provide the base drive for the switching transistor in the

Fi2.J.8

Experimental

optimised

PWM

Sf-ectra results.
(a) Microprocessor cı.;tput
(b) Machine line vo1tage
(c) Mach1ne current
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power stage of the inverter. The experimental harmonic spectrum corresponding to
one of these phases is shown in Fig J.8a. Comparisons of the experimental results
shown in Fig.3.7a and 3.8::.., with the corresponding computed results, demonstrate
good agreement.
The experimental machine line voltage and current are shewn in Fig.J .7b and c,
and the coıresponding harmonic spectra are shown in Fig.3.8b and C\ respectively.

a

Fie ,3.9 Microprocessor and machine waveforms
(a) Two phases of microprocessor output
(b) Spectrum of one phase of microprocessor
output
(c) Machine line voltage and current
{d) Spectrum of machine current

b

(frequency ratio = 9, modulation depth= 0.9,
inverter frequency= 40 Hz)

C

•
•

d
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We see that good agreement exists between the computed and experimental results
.It should be noted that the existence of a small fifth harmonic in the voltage
spectrum is caused by the quantisation error introduced when programming tiıe
switching angles a 1 and a2 on the microprocessor. The microprocessor switching
angles were also used in the PWLIB simulations.
As a further demonstration, experimental results for symmetric regular sampling
are shown in Fig. 3 9. These results should Le compared with the computed results.
Again, good agreement is demonstrated, noting that the small differences between
the amplitudes of the higher harmonics are the result of the small time delays and
quantisation en-or in introduced by the microprocessor [13].
The results

presented

in this

Section

provide

additional

experimental

confirmation of the accuracy 111d potential of PWLIB when used a~ a research and
rievelopment tool.
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CONCLUSION
Inverters are used ta convert Jc power to ac . Three phase inverters are normally
used for high power applications . A general three phase bridge inverter is shown in
figure

(a) and its equivalent circuit using mechanical switches in figure (b)

Semiconverter devices with controlled turn off capability such as transistors ,
MOSFE'Ts , GTOs, or Thyristors are used, depending on the voltage and current
raring required to function as switches .
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( b ) Its equivalent circuit using mechanical switches
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The output frequency of a static inverter is determined by the inverter control
circuit by means of the rate at which it switches
devices

. This

control

circuit provides

on

and off tlıe semiconductor

an adjustable-frequency

output

.

Nonsinusoidal voltage and current waveforms are produced. as a result of basic
switching functions of an inverter . These waveforms may adversely affect the
motor performance . If the output frequency varies over a wide range filtering of
harmonics is not possible . That's the reason why it is important to generate ac
waveforms with low order harmonic content . In feeding an ac motor or transformer
it is necessary to vary the output voltage together with the frequency to satisfy the
proper magnetic conditions . Voltage control is therefore very important in
adjustable - frequency systems . Th-3 most common method for minimizing the
harmonics is Pulse Width Modulation and this project is to search various methods
of PWM and their usage in inverter applications .

•
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